Abstract Verbal and visuospatial working memory (WM) impairment is a well-documented finding in psychiatric patients suffering from major psychoses such as schizophrenia or bipolar affective disorder. However, in major depression (MDD) the literature on the presence and the extent of WM deficits is inconsistent. The use of a multitude of different WM tasks most of which lack process-specificity may have contributed to these inconsistencies. Eighteen MDD patients and 18 healthy controls matched with regard to age, gender and education were tested using process-and circuit-specific WM tasks for which clear brain-behaviour relationships had been established in prior functional neuroimaging studies. Patients suffering from acute MDD showed a selective impairment in articulatory rehearsal of verbal information in working memory. By contrast, visuospatial WM was unimpaired in this sample. There were no significant correlations between symptom severity and WM performance. These data indicate a dysfunction of a specific verbal WM system in acutely ill patients with MDD. As the observed functional deficit did not correlate with different symptom scores, further, longitudinal studies are required to clarify whether and how this deficit is related to illness acuity and clinical state of MDD patients.
Introduction
Impaired cognitive functioning in the acute phase of a major depressive disorder is a well-documented finding (for a review see [17] ). However, to date there is no consistent pattern of neuropsychological deficits that is characteristic for patients with major depression. Studies seem to indicate a rather diffuse impairment on a broad range of cognitive processes with some more pronounced deficits in specific cognitive domains like executive functioning. Furthermore, the course of these cognitive deficits during the different illness phases is not entirely clear. For example, some authors have argued that there may be a normalisation of working memory functions in remission phases, but that mild deficits may persist in specific tasks that impose additional demands on executive functions.
With respect to working memory performance in major depression, the literature is also inconclusive. Numerous studies reported significant deficits in working memory performance in major depression, particularly in more complex working memory tasks (e.g. [7, 33] ), but also in 'simple' digit span [23] or n-back-tasks [18] when investigating patients with moderate to severe depression. Other studies failed to find significant working memory deficits in depressive patients although performance rates of the patients were usually reduced when compared to healthy controls (e.g. [8, 32] ). Thus, to date the presence and the extent of working memory disturbances in major depressive patients are largely unclear with some evidence for a possibly greater impairment in tasks with higher or additional (executive) demands.
During the last decade, functional neuroimaging has become a very important tool in current research in the field of biological psychiatry. Besides its role in research on the pathophysiology and therapy of mental disorders, functional neuroimaging has facilitated the development of advanced experimental neuropsychological research methods. State-of-the-art functional neuroimaging relies on the usage of very sophisticated experimental paradigms borrowed from experimental psychology, which allow the targeted investigation of specific cognitive, emotional, motivational or volitional processes that are associated with activation of specific neurofunctional circuits in the human brain.
In a large series of studies investigating healthy controls [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 25] , psychiatric patients [14, [20] [21] [22] and patients with focal brain lesions [11] , clear brain-behaviour relationships could be established between specific brain circuits and subcomponents of working memory in humans. On the one hand, distinct neural networks have been identified to underlie specific working memory components in healthy subjects. On the other hand, patients with focal brain lesions in brain areas, which had been shown to be activated during performance of specific working memory tasks, exhibited clear task-specific deficits when performing the same task. On the basis of such clearly established and specific brain-behaviour relationships, it becomes possible to attribute particularly isolated behavioural deficits in psychiatric patients to specific dysfunctions of brain circuits and neurofunctional systems identified in prior functional neuroimaging studies [11, 12, 34, 35] .
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate patients with major depressive disorder using process-and circuit-specific tasks of verbal and visuospatial working memory. In this way, we assessed the functional integrity (in terms of behavioural outcome) of the brain circuits that underlie these different subcomponents of working memory. In the light of previous findings suggesting impaired working memory functioning especially in more severely depressed patients [2, 23] , we hypothesised that our sample of acutely depressed patients would also show impaired performance particularly in the verbal domain of working memory. With regard to visuospatial working memory, depressive patients were expected to perform normal as most prior studies failed to find visuospatial working memory deficits in major depression in maintenance tasks without additional executive demands.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Twenty-five patients and 47 healthy control subjects were included in this study. The patient group was recruited from inpatients with diagnosis of major depressive disorder (F32 and F33 according to ICD-10 criteria), hospitalised in the Psychiatric Department of the Saarland University Hospital. Healthy comparison subjects were recruited from friends and relatives of the investigators as well as hospital staff. Inclusion criteria for patients were a diagnosis of major depressive disorder and age from 18 to 65 years. Exclusion criteria were acute suicidality, involuntary treatment, current substance abuse, history of brain trauma, diseases with alterations of cerebral metabolism, uncorrected visual or auditory disability and mental retardation. Inclusion criteria for healthy comparison subjects were the same as above plus the absence of any past or present psychiatric disorder. All subjects gave written informed consent before participation, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee.
All subjects underwent a computer-based behavioural experiment described later. The patients' clinical state was assessed on the day of the experiment by using Clinical Global Impression Scale (CGI), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS).
After a careful matching with respect to age, gender and years of education, statistical analyses were performed on data from 18 patients and 18 healthy controls. All patients except one received antidepressive medication at the time of the testing. Three patients had a combination of two antidepressants (Mirtazapine n = 8, SSRI n = 3, tricyclic antidepressants n = 8, Tranylcypromine n = 1). Both the patient and the healthy control sample consisted of 17 consistent right-handers and one left-hander. For further sample characteristics, see Table 1 . . These different task conditions were conducted in a blocked manner, i.e. each of these specific tasks was repeated 50 times with a short pause after 25 trials. The order of the tasks performed was counterbalanced across subjects within each group. In the 'verbal rehearsal task', subjects were instructed to vocalise four sample letters internally one time in the presentation period and then to intensely rehearse them throughout the delay period. In the 'non-articulatory phonological maintenance task', subjects were again instructed to subvocalise the four sample letters one time but then to silently count ''one, two, three, four, one, two…'' and so on during the delay period. This articulatory suppression task has been proven to selectively interfere with verbal working memory [4, 16] . Subjects were explicitly instructed not to use any visual memory strategies but to concentrate on the mere sound of the letters. In addition, letter case was systematically changed between presentation and response phase to prevent the subjects from using a visual strategy. In the 'visuospatial rehearsal task', subjects got the instruction to repetitively perform overt shifts of attention to the four spatial positions in a 5 9 5 matrix that they had to remember. This working memory strategy has been termed a 'visuospatial rehearsal mechanism' by some authors [3] . Finally, in the 'visuospatial pattern maintenance task', subjects were instructed to remember the spatial pattern built by the four sample positions and to perform a visuospatial suppression task during the delay period by following a little moving star with their eyes. This procedure had been proven to selectively interfere with visuospatial working memory [4, 16] . For each task, there was a practice phase to ensure that participants had understood task instructions.
Stimulus presentation was identical for each of the four task conditions. At the beginning of each trial, a 5 9 5 matrix appeared on the monitor with four squares of the matrix filled by different letters, randomly chosen out of a set of eight, in German, phonologically similar letters (B, C, D, E, G, P, T, W). The position of the letters in the matrix was also chosen randomly, with the constraint that no adjacent squares should be filled by letters, to avoid the encoding of two or more squares as a single item. This presentation was visible on the screen for 2 s followed by a delay period of 3.2 s, in which only the empty matrix could be seen on the monitor together with a little star quickly moving across the screen. Simultaneously, rhythmic 4-kHz tones were presented throughout the delay period with a repetition frequency of 3.3 Hz to set the pace of the rehearsal or counting. During this interval, subjects had to keep the letters or the spatial positions in mind using the above-described memory strategies. In the following response phase, one letter was presented in a square of the matrix for 2 s. Subjects had to decide whether the probe letter (verbal working memory task) or its position (visuospatial working memory task) matched one of the four target letters or positions, respectively, presented at the beginning. There was an additional 2-s intertrial interval between the single trials during which a fixation cross was presented on the screen. Thus, the total length of a single trial was 9.2 s resulting in a task duration of about 8 min for each of the four different tasks.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). Betweengroup comparisons were performed using independent, unpaired, two-tailed t tests using a statistical threshold of P \ 0.05 for each of the four task conditions. Possible relationships between task performance and clinical variables were tested with Pearson correlations, with a significance level of P \ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.
Results
Working memory performance
Patients with MDD showed significantly reduced performance specifically in the verbal working memory task requiring the articulatory rehearsal mechanism (P = 0.011, Cohen's d = 0.91; see Fig. 1 ). In this particular task, 8 out of 18 depressive patients performed worse than -1.5 standard deviations compared to the mean of healthy controls. Less pronounced reductions of working memory performance rates were also found for the other tasks which, however, did not reach the level of statistical significance (non-articulatory maintenance of phonological information: P = 0.221, Cohen's d = 0.415; visuospatial rehearsal: P = 0.138, Cohen's d = 0.506; visuospatial pattern maintenance: P = 0.203, Cohen's d = 0.433).
Comparing the task conditions, i.e. articulatory or visuospatial rehearsal versus the same task performed under domain-specific (articulatory or visuospatial) suppression, we found a significant effect of articulatory suppression in the control group (P = 0.016) in terms of a reduced performance in the non-articulatory maintenance task (performed under articulatory suppression) compared to the articulatory rehearsal task. This well-known experimental psychological effect was abolished in the MDD group.
Associations between working memory performance and clinical variables
Correlation analysis was conducted to examine possible associations between working memory task performance and clinical variables (age, gender, years of education and symptom severity measured by BDI, MADRS, CGI). We did not find any significant correlations between performance rates in the different working memory tasks and these demographic and clinical variables (even at an uncorrected level of statistical testing). All correlation coefficients in this analysis were considerably smaller than 0.5.
Discussion
This study assessed patients with major depressive disorder with respect to their performance in circuit-specific working memory tasks, which had been shown by prior functional neuroimaging [9, 10, 13, 15, 16] and lesion studies [11] to rely on the proper functioning of specific brain systems. We found that patients suffering from acute major depression revealed an isolated deficit in the articulatory rehearsal component of verbal working memory, whereas other components of working memory (non-articulatory maintenance of phonological information and visuospatial working memory) were unimpaired in these patients. Thus, this isolated deficit may be attributed to a specific dysfunction of the mainly left-hemispheric premotor-parietal brain system that has been shown to underlie the articulatory rehearsal mechanism of human verbal working memory [16] . Additional evidence for the selectivity of this deficit of the verbal rehearsal mechanism was obtained by the comparison of different task conditions (i.e. rehearsal vs. suppression) demonstrating that the classical experimental psychological effect of articulatory suppression on verbal working memory task performance, which was also present in the group of healthy subjects in this study, was abolished in the patient group. This further indicates that, in contrast to the significantly reduced capacity of the articulatory mechanism, the capacity of the non-articulatory mechanism of verbal working memory was relatively preserved in MDD patients.
The broader literature on the presence or absence of working memory dysfunctions in patients with major depression is overall inconsistent. Most studies published so far were unable to provide evidence for significant working memory deficits in depressive patients (e.g. [5, 8, 29, 32] ), although in most studies depressive patients showed numerically reduced performance rates in the different working memory tasks. Some of the previous studies provided evidence that depressive patients may exhibit impairments specifically in experimental tasks that either impose higher demands on working memory processes or that require additional executive functions, as is the case in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test [8] , the CANTAB spatial working memory task [33] and in the antisaccade task [24] . Similarly, two studies reported impaired performance in depressed patients in the paced auditory serial addition task (PASAT) which requires working memory and additional arithmetic abilities [7, 26] . In the same studies, patients were unimpaired in digit span tasks [7, 8, 26] . Furthermore, as negative results have been often obtained in out-patient samples with rather mild to moderate depression, it may be possible that working memory deficits may depend on Fig. 1 Group comparisons for four different working memory tasks. Depicted are the mean values and standard deviations for patients with major depressive disorder and healthy controls. Groups were matched with respect to age, gender and years of education symptom severity [2] and may only be observable in severely depressed patients. A recent study performed by Hinkelmann et al. [23] indeed suggests that working memory may be impaired in moderately to severely depressed patients when taken off medication.
At least to some degree, methodological issues are likely to contribute to these inconsistent findings: a problem with traditional neuropsychological studies of working memory dysfunctions in major depression is that most of the tasks used in these studies lack process specificity, i. e. these tasks do not tap on specific cognitive subprocesses that together make up the rather complex architecture of human working memory. The results of this study using more refined and process-specific working memory tasks borrowed from experimental psychology indeed provide evidence for a selective and specific dysfunction of the articulatory rehearsal mechanism of verbal working memory in patients suffering from acute major depression.
This finding is also consistent with previous reports of disturbed verbal fluency in patients with major depression [19, 30] as functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have revealed at least a partial overlap of neuroanatomic networks that underlie the articulatory rehearsal mechanism of verbal working memory and verbal fluency. The neural network for the articulatory rehearsal mechanism comprises mainly left-hemispheric regions including Broca's area and the precentral gyrus [16] , while verbal fluency tasks elicited activations in a more widespread and bilateral network which, however, also includes posterior parts of the frontal cortex (Brodmann's areas 44 and 45), i.e. Broca's area [1, 31] . Furthermore, fMRI studies in both acutely depressed and remitted patients [27, 28] revealed altered brain activations during verbal fluency task performance. Together, these studies suggest that a dysfunction of a left-hemispheric neural network, which underlies articulatory verbal mechanisms, is involved in both the cognitive disturbances and the pathophysiology of major depressive disorder.
Despite the fact that, in accordance with our initial hypothesis, acutely depressed patients showed deficits in verbal working memory, task performance did not correlate with symptom severity as measured by MADRS, BDI and CGI. Thus, cognitive disturbances and psychopathological symptoms appear to be distinct features of major depressive disorder, and it remains unclear whether and how acuteness of illness and the clinical state of patients with major depression may contribute to the observed cognitive impairment [6] . This underlines the need for longitudinal studies addressing the stability of working memory and other cognitive deficits in the course of major depressive disorder.
In summary, by using process-and circuit-specific working memory tasks, we found a selective deficit of the articulatory rehearsal mechanism in patients with acute major depression. The observed deficit can be attributed to a specific dysfunction of a previously identified lefthemispheric frontoparietal neural network. Future studies should address the question of diagnostic specificity of the pattern of working memory dysfunctions observed in this study for major depression when compared, for example, to bipolar affective disorder. Furthermore, direct functional neuroimaging investigations in patients with major depressive disorder are needed to further assess the pathophysiological changes that may be responsible for the articulatory rehearsal deficit in these patients. In addition, future studies should seek to clarify the influence of acute illness phases and symptom severity on this selective dysfunction of the articulatory rehearsal mechanism in patients with major depression in order to provide evidence for the trait versus state character of the observed working memory deficit. Finally, the investigation of non-affected first-degree relatives of patients with major depressive disorder may also answer the question whether the observed working memory deficit is a heritable and stateindependent endophenotype of major depression.
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